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COOPERATION BETWEEN FAMI-QS AND BRAZILIAN
SINDICATO NACIONAL DA INDÚSTRIA DE ALIMENTAÇÃO
ANIMAL (SINDIRAÇÕES) STRENGTHENED FURTHER
FAMI-QS and Sindirações are moving forward towards strengthening their partnership with an extensive
strategic agreement of cooperation. On the 30th January 2017, during the International Feed Regulators
meeting, organised by International Feed Industry Association (IFIF), FAMI-QS and Sindirações signed an
extension of the strategic agreement of cooperation.
The strategic agreement of cooperation aims to further support the Brazilian feed industry in managing the
global challenges related to the value supply chain of safe and affordable feed and food.
“We have collaborated with Sindirações in an excellent manner since 2009. This has been possible because
both organisations have a common understanding about the necessary prerequisites for securing safe feed
along the supply chain. Having this in mind, for us it is the next logical step to deepen our relations with our
valuable partner by this agreement.” – Dr. Stephan Heck, FAMI-QS President
On the 17th January 2018 Mr. Emmanuel Geneiatakis, Secretary General of FAMI-QS Asbl, and Mr. Ariovaldo
Zani, Executive Vice President of Sindirações, signed and agreed to move forward with the following
implementation actions:


Sindirações is authorised as a FAMI-QS Training organisation for the delivery of “FAMI-QS
Awareness in the Feed Safety”.



FAMI-QS will recognise Brazilian Operators certified under Sindirações Level 2 domestic programme
as an assured source for the supply of specialty feed ingredients to the FAMI-QS certified Operators
in Brazil. This will further secure the feed/food supply chain in Brazil.



Sindirações will implement the integrity programme for Certification Bodies and Auditors on behalf
of FAMI-QS. FAMI-QS is like this moving forward with the integration of local expertise in the
implementation of the integrity programme.

“We have worked through these years to provide the Brazilian industry the most updated information and
support in terms of feed quality and safety systems. We are proud to have now opened new avenues with
the extended agreement with FAMI QS.” – Mr. Ariovaldo Zani, Sindirações Executive Vice President
In order to enhance the cooperation, a local working group will be established in Brazil. This first local
working group will be created by FAMI-QS, following the announcement for the new FAMI-QS structure. The
FAMI-QS Brazil local working group will be chaired by Sindirações. The local working group will be a platform
of collaboration among the interested parties of the value supply chain in Brazil. Further information will
follow shortly.
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